JCSU Committee Meeting

Sunday, 10.03.2019

Attendees

Sorcha Keenan, President
Liv Wynne-Thomas, Vice-President
Theo King, Secretary
Adam Goldney, Ents
Joe Jollans, Ents
Priya Bryant, Female Welfare
Jacob Dabb, Male Welfare
Emma Loffhagen, Women’s
Jamie Brannigan, Access
Zannah Lindley, Green
Astrid Godfrey, Mental Health and Disabilities
Annabel Paterson, Services
Sejal Karmarkar, Freshers
Ivan Ivanov, International

Absent

Callum Hay-Montier, Treasurer
Nabil Haque, BME
Low Chuen Leik, Communications
Jen Atherton, LGBT+

Agenda

Last Meeting Follow-up

1.

New Business

2. Voting Registration Stall
3. Holiday Debrief

**Minutes**

Sorcha: Last meeting of term, thank you for everything. Meeting weekly has been helpful for keeping momentum. Harder with exams next term but we will still meet regularly.

Liv: Voting registration is Thursday 12.30-3, will make Doodle Poll for helping out. Get people to come down.


Priya: Her and Jacob are planning. Massages, puppy-petting will be done again.

Jacob: Will structure once exam timetables finalised.

Adam: Some chilled out events e.g. Game of Thrones. Football, rugby and rounders tournament potentially.

Sorcha: Post ideas for video.

Joe: Durham does college introductory video for each college, can go a bit over the top.

Sorcha: Will more more on intro to JCSU - fun and informative.

Zannah: Meeting with DB, he wants to talk about C Sunday - would be good to have a clear up team, can't be officially done as not college's event.

Sorcha: When Daisy was president there was big fuss trying to get no students to go. People have choice whether to go.

Zannah: Only about clear up - there's so much waste.

Priya: Could do Reading-style incentive team for picking up rubbish.

Zannah: Also lost property would be good.

Priya: Wants to have mandatory Bystander/Goodlad training for JCSU. Spoken to people about workload distribution across the term, might be better to get DoSs to review structure of term. Will talk to Paul about it.

Sorcha: Could bring up at Educational Forum. Will sort out program for sports societies to do Good Lad training.

Ivan: Talking to Manciple about International Formal at beginning of next term before exams.

Joe: Need to update photos of Committee in everyone's kitchen.

Sorcha: Feedback has been mainly little things - often very specific.
Liv: Has been positive things e.g. Emma’s Women’s Week. We should keep reminding people that it’s there.

Sorcha: Some negative feedback on individual people, a bit nasty in some cases.

Liv: Anonymity difficult - gives people a platform to raise concerns but can get nasty. Could do weekly updated spreadsheet.

Sorcha: Could include option to include name? Makes it easier to deal with stuff.

Liv: We haven’t really addressed drinking societies yet.

Zannah: The whole of the committee needs to discuss this, it implicates all of us.

Sorcha: Only so much she and Liv can do.

Sejal: Link to Google Doc for Freshers Week ideas is on Slack, planning on putting them together over the holidays.

Sorcha: Have a nice holiday!

**Action Items**

- Everyone - think of Freshers’ Week ideas and put them on the form on Slack.
- Welfare Team - work on events for stressful exam term e.g. welfare massages like last year.
- Adam and Joe - start planning Garden Party and other events for next term e.g. maybe football or rounders tournaments.
- Zannah - coordinate clear up team for C Sunday.
- Priya - talk to Paul about compulsory JCSU bystander training.
- Ivan - talk to Manciple about International Formal.

**Next Meeting Agenda Items**

1.